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The author explains some of the details of the development of Slavic
length while comparing his own theory with the theory of Frederik
Kortlandt. The author tries to prove the advantages of his own theory
and shows some of the apparent shortcomings of the other approach
which is found inadequate in describing the language material. In the
article, the following problems are discussed (among others): the shor-
tening of the final length, the reflection of the old acute and short
neo-- acute in Czech, the accentuation of the a.p. b definite adjectives,






I have recently (Kapovi} 2003, 2005a) presented my theory on the deve-
lopment of Slavic length — pretonic, posttonic and accented length. The reac-
tion to the proposed conclusions was not uniform. Georg Holzer adopted
them for his highly systematic and valuable treatment of the relative chrono-
logy of prosodic developments of Common Slavic and Early Croatian (Holzer
2005) . However, the main proponent of the Leiden Accentological School,
Frederik Kortlandt (2005), has, as expected, refused to accept them. It would
be highly unlikely to presume that Kortlandt would give up his own theory of
Slavic accentuation which he has been advocating since the early '70- ies of the
last century. In this article, I shall reply to the criticism Kortlandt has directed
at my theory and I shall also try to illuminate some aspects of the development
of Slavic length which require further clarification. 
—————————————
1  I would like to thank Thomas Olander and Sergei Tarasov for his comments on the
first draft of the paper and Kristina Mareni} for reading the text thoroughly.
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2. Shortening of the long vowels in final open syllables
 
Kortlandt begins with the claim that I disregard »the evidence from all Sla-
vic and West Slavic languages« by maintaining the shortening of long vowels
in final open syllables in Proto- Slavic. However, this is very far from the truth.
It is clear that most cases of length in final open syllables can be accounted for
by simple analogies and processes of post- Common- Slavic origin. Thus, the
shortening of the long vowels in final open syllables is actually the simplest
theory. Kortlandt says that this supposition drives me to »assume massive
analogical spread of vowel length under obscure conditions«. For instance, he
gives an example of Croatian gen. sg. ‘ène. For some reason Kortlandt believes
that the explanation of this length (originally neo- acute - e) as secondary,
taken from the pronoun te < *toje' , is »obscure«. He also finds it strange that
this analogy occurred only in gen. sg. a- stems and not in other cases (like acc.
sg. - u or nom. acc. pl. - e) or in other flexion classes. Let us start from the begin-
ning. First of all, it is really difficult to understand why would the supposed
analogical change of *te ‘enè ) te ‘ene be »obscure«. Every comparative lingui-
st, especially Indo- Europeanists, should be well aware of the fact that the
inflection of pronouns can influence the inflection of nouns. Cf. for instance
the change of PIE *toy wlKos » those wolves« (Sanscrit te vrkas, Gothic tai wulfos)
to *toy wlKoy (OCS ti vl7 ci, Lithuanian tai vilkai, Latin isti lupi, Greek oi lúkoi )
or the pronominal ending - am in the o- stem dat. sg. in Latvian. If several lan-
guages can independantly take the pronominal ending in nom. pl. of o- stems,
how come it is impossible to assume this would happen in te ‘ene? Kortlandt
also objects, as already said, that there is no analogy in other case forms of the
same paradigm (acc. sg. - u, nom. acc. pl. - e etc.) . This is even a more difficult
concept to grasp. Does Kortlandt actually believe that analogical changes are
supposed to be regular? Should we try to find a phonological explanation for
Balto- Slavic, Latin and Greek reflection of PIE *- oy in nom. pl. because the
supposed analogy operated only in the nom. pl. and not in other cases?
Should we try to find a phonological explanation for Latvian dat. sg. - am as
well? If Kortlandt really thinks that it is strange that this analogy could have
worked only in gen. sg., how would he explain that in Old Irish, ending *- os
gets analogically changed only in nom. pl. but remains unchanged in voc. pl.
(cf. Old Irish nom. pl. fir < PIE *wiHroy ( *wiHros, voc. pl. firu < PIE *wiHros) .
Also, it is completely unclear how this analogy could work in other declen-
sions. How could there be any analogy in *togo' v6á lka (o- stems), *togo' gòspodi
(masc. i- stems), *teå (< *toje' ) nòt'i (fem. i- stems) etc.? Clearly, the analogy wor-
ked only in *te ‘enè because here the ending was identical, with the exception
of accent. The original short ending is preserved in non- palatal ending *- y' in
North Cakavian gen. sg. - ì. Thus, one must conclude that Kortlandt's argu-
ment is simply false. He does not have to accept this - e as being analogical and
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secondary, but implying that this process is not at all possible, as he tries to
insinuate, is simply distorting of the facts and all principles of historical gram-
mar.
 
3.  The reflection of the old acute and short neo- acute
in Czech, Slovak and Upper Lusatian
 
Traditional view, with which I agree, states that the old acute remained
long in Czech (and Upper Lusatian in TorT syllables), cf. *voæ rna » crow« > Czech
vrána, UL wróna, but Croatian vràna. Kortlandt unnecessarily assumes that the
old acute was first shortened and then lengthened again in Czech and UL. 2 To
support his hypothesis, he adduces four reasons why the length in Czech and
UL must be reintroduced and not preserved. However, none of the four rea-
sons he gives are very convincing. Kortlandt assumes that the quantitative
alternation in Czech kráva, inst. sg. kravou, gen. pl. krav, inst. pl. kravami etc.
can only be explained by the lengthening of earlier shortened Proto- Slavic *à
(supposedly from *aæ ) . However, this is again a false claim. »Traditional« theo-
ry, as Kortlandt refers to it, has no trouble explaining kráva, kravou. The length
in Czech is preserved in mono- and disyllables, in words with three or more
syllables (like *koæ rvojo > kravou), it is regularly shortened (Carlton 1991:195,
Kapovi} 2005a). There is no reason whatsoever which would point to the
shortening and then again lengthening of the old acute in Czech rather than
preservation. A typological parallel for this shortening in polysyllabic words
but not in mono- and disyllabic is clear in Croatian where the circumflex is pre-
served in mono- and disyllabic words (si n, si na) but shortened in polysyllabic
ones (sìnovi) . Kortlandt also adduces the *vòl'a- type example Czech ku‘e » skin«
but instr. pl. ko‘emi where we find the same alternation as in kráva. He sees
this as a clear example of lengthening in Czech. I agree that Czech ku‘e is leng-
thened from *kò‘a and that there was no lengthening in front of two moras
(thus long or two short vowels), but I do not agree with him that this was
regular. I side with Carlton (1991:202—205) who says the supposition that
both short and long neo- acute produced regularly length in Czech does not
really solve anything. The long reflection of the short neo- acute in Czech (and
Slovak) is very sporadic and cannot be taken as regular. We find it in Czech
mu‘e{ (Slovak mô‘e{), stune{, possibly in Slovak nô‘ (Czech nu‘ is not so
reliable), bôb (but Czech bob and also Czech/Slovak snop), in *vòl'a- type nouns
(cf. Kapovi} 2006): Czech vule, chuze, vune, nu{e, tune, Slovak vôl'a, chôdza, vôna,
tôna, but ko‘a, no{a. In *vòl'a- type nouns, the analogical long neo- acute has
spread to all originally short neo- acute roots in Czech. In Slovak, there is no
—————————————
2  That is actually what happened in Slovene but it is clear that Slovene lengthening
of all non- final syllables does not have anything to do with Czech.
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length in ko‘a and no{a. But these are all cases of sporadic lengthening, Czech
normally has a short reflex of the short neo- acute (the neo- acute on *o, *e, *6 ,
*7 ) . Cf. Czech bob » bean« , snop » bundle« (a.p. b) etc. The occasional and sporadic
lengthening of the short neo- acute is not attested only in Czech and Slovak,
cf. also Polish szósty » sixth« , siódmy » seventh« , ósmy » eighth« by analogy to piaty
» fifth« , dziewiaty » ninth« , dziesiaty » tenth« , Croatian dial. {esti, sedmi, osmi instead
of also attested {èsti, sèdmi, òsmi, Croat. dial. gro‘|e » grapes« , zelje » greens«
instead of also attested grò‘|e, zèlje, Croat. je‘ < je‘ » hedgehog« , no‘ < no‘ » knife«
instead of **jè‘, **nò‘. Cf. also Slovene lengthened *jé‘ (Slovak je‘), but origi-
nal nò‘. The typological parallel of this development could be seen in the phe-
nomenon known as kanova~ko duljenje (cf. Kapovi} 2005c) in some modern Ser-
bian and Croatian dialects where the lengthening of the short rising accent is
irregular and sporadic in many cases (for instance in some dialects òsip » rash«
but òmot ) ómot » wrapper« ) . There is also one additional proof that the old
acute length was indeed preserved long in Czech and that the length of the
short neo- acute is not regular. If the old acute was shortened and then len-
gthened again together with the short neo- acute, how can one explain the fact
that the old acute always provides us with the long vowel in Czech (in mono-
and disyllabic words) but that the reflection of the short neo- acute is long only
sporadically, as we have already said?3 That does not point to overall shorten-
ing and lengthening.
As for the third example Kortlandt adduces, Czech l‘íce » spoon« , but gen.
pl. l‘ic, inst. pl. l‘icemi represents the same type as kráva — the length of the
old acute is preserved in l‘íce, where the initial jer (*l7 ‘yæca) must have been
dropped rather early which is the reason why l‘íce represents the same type as
kráva (because of the early dropping of the jer in the first syllable, l‘íce is trea-
ted like a normal disyllabic acute word in Czech). The same goes for Czech
psáti » write« < *p6 saæ ti. Czech psal, which should be psál since it comes from
*p6 saæ l7 (a.p. b), is short because of an analogy to Czech dáti » give« , dal < *daæ l7
(a.p. c) . Czech spáti » sleep« , supine spat is also not at all unexpected in the »tra-
ditional« theory — cf. Kajkavian spàti, but spat. The length of the old acute is
also preserved in TorT formulas in UL as well: wróna » crow« , klóda » log«




In the next section Kortlandt posits Croat. mlàdost as analogous to oblique
cases and takes Cakavian (Hvar) mladost (he does not mention gen. sg. mlado-
—————————————
3  There are of course examples like Czech ryba » fish« and pleva » chaff« which are
unexpectedly short (cf. Croat. rìba, pljèva) but these were long in Old Czech and their
shortening is of a younger date.
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sti) as original. However, this is very suspicious since the form mladost could
be innovative as well and there is no point in discussing just one isolated
example without looking at the whole system. 4
 
5. Dybo's Law, Iv{i}'s Rule and weak jers
 
Kortlandt objects to my (and the » traditional« ) theory that the neo- acute in
Croat. dial. kut » angle« , putnik » traveler« and du‘nik » debtor« is due to the
retraction from the following weak jer (Iv{i}'s Rule) . He thinks this »requires
massive analogical lengthening in the oblique cases«. However, there is no
need for any analogy here, and especially for »massive analogical lengthe-
ning«. In kut, there is gen. sg. kutà, dat. sg. kutù, in putnik < *pot6 'nik7 ; same
happens in gen. sg. putnika < *pot6 'nika,  and in du‘nik, gen. sg. etc. is also
regular du‘nikà (Kapovi} 2003:65, 2005a) . When mentioning the need for
»massive analogical lengthening« in oblique cases, Kortlandt speaks in terms
of his own framework, not the »traditional« one. In the »traditional« theory,
there is no need for analogies here, as I have already mentioned. Kortlandt
also says that my interpretation does not explain »the quantitative and timbre
alternations in the Slovene paradigm of the word kònj » horse« (cf. Kortlandt
1975:13—19)«. However, in the Slovene paradigm of the word kònj, I cannot
see anything which would compel me, or others, to accept Kortlandt's idea
that the accent could not be shifted to a jer by Dybo's Law.
 
6. A.p. b and a.p. c in the present tense and definite adjectives
 
Following Stankiewicz's idea on the chain- reaction in a.p. b and a.p. c pre-
sent tense and definite adjectives (1993:14) 5, in my article (Kapovi} 2005a) I
have suggested the existence of a tendency to preserve the formal distinction
between a.p. b and a.p. c in the present tense of the verb (thus *tòne{6 » sink« <
*tone'{6 in a.p. b when *zovè{6 » call« < *zove{6 ' in a.p. c) . This, together with Iv{i}'s
Law (usually called Stang's Law) could explain the a.p. b neo- acute stress in
the present tense and definite adjectives without any disappearing lengths in
*mo‘e{6 etc. which Kortlandt is forced to assume. Kortlandt states that he sees
»absolutely no reasonable motivation« for this tendency to preserve the for-
mal distinction between a.p. b and a.p. c in the present tense. This is quite a
strange claim. If there is »absolutely no reasonable motivation« for the preser-
vation of the distinction, how would one explain that for instance Modern
—————————————
4  Kortlandt is not explicit as to why he considers sÒ ce » heart« and acc. sg. djècu » chil-
dren« (cf. Kapovi} 2005b) as original but mlàdost as secondary.
5  Concerning the idea of a chain- reaction in definite adjectives, cf. also Micklesen
1986.
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Russian (and other Slavic languages) still preserve the very same distinction of
a.p. b and a.p. c in the present tense? If there is no motivation for the preserva-
tion of the distinctions of different accentual paradigms (which happened of
course in some Slavic languages, like Macedonian), we would not be having
this discussion today because all Slavic languages would have long ago lost all
accentual distinctions they possess. However, since we all know that many
Slavic languages still preserve very complicated accentual systems in which
all three a.p. are still clearly deducible, why would it be strange that already in
Common Slavic there was a tendency to preserve this distinction in cases
when regular phonological developments exposed them to danger of being
lost? In any case, chain- reaction is hardly an obscure process in languages (cf.
Labov 1994 for the phonological chain- reactions) .
Kortlandt explains the difference of a.p. b and a.p. c definite adjectives, like
Cakavian beå li6 » white« : suhi » dry« or Czech bíly : suchy, by reconstructing *bély7 <
*be. lyá  < *bély versus *suxyj5 < *sux7 j6 ' . However, one cannot derive Croat. dial.
suhi from his *suhyj with the neo- acute. 
The problem of the a.p. b definite adjectives requires special attention. 8 In
all the languages we find the neo- acute on the root in a.p. b and the final
accent in a.p. c. Thus in a.p. b — *beå l7 j6 , *beå laja, *beå loje » white« : Croat. dial. beå li,
beå la, beå lo, Russ. bélyj, bélar, béloe , Czech bíly, bílá, bílé, Slovene béli, Slovin-
cian bjali etc. In a.p. c — *mold7'j6 , *molda'ja, *moldo'je » young« > Croat. dial.
mladi , mlada, mlado, Russ. molodój, molodár, molodóe, Czech mlady, mladá,
mladé, Slovincian mlodi etc. The ending is not contracted in nom./acc. sg./pl.
in Russian, in Old Russian the contraction was not finished even in the obli-
que cases and the results of the contraction are different in the oblique cases in
different languages — cf. OCS belajego, belaago, belago, Croat. beå loga (with the
- o- analogous to tòga), Russ. bélogo (- o- is secondary as in Croat.), Czech bilého,
Polish bialego etc. This is a clear indication that the contraction of the ending in
definite adjectives was a younger development which has nothing to do with
the accentuation. 9 The contraction is very diverse while the accentuation is the
same everywhere. In a.p. b, one would expect, according to the indefinite
*bel7' (> *beå l7 ), *bela' , *belo' the forms *bel7'j6 , *bela'ja, *beloje. In a.p. c, with the
application of Vasilev—Dolobko's Law (Dybo 1981:48—54), from the indefinite
—————————————
6  /e. / stands here for any Cakavian phonetic realisation of *e.
7  Kortlandt's *´ stands for the long neo- acute which is *å in my notation.
8  I would like to thank Bulcsú László for discussing this problem with me.
9  The view that the accentuation of the definite adjectives of a.p. b is due to the
retraction by Iv{i}'s Law which in turn is due to a previous contraction is held for
instance by Stang 1957:101—102. However, it is highly unlikely that such a uniform
accentuation of the a.p. b definite adjectives could be the result of such a late and
diverse contraction.
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*mold7 , *molda' , *moldo, one should get definite *mold7 j6' ,  *moldaja' , *moldoje' .
However, when *mold7 j6' > *mold7ã j6 by Iv{i}'s Rule, this became identical to
a.p. b *bel7'j6 (fem. was already the same). At first, the accent in a.p. c was
either on the first or the second syllable of the ending, cf. *molda'ja, but *mol-
doje' , gen. sg. m. *moldaje'go but f. *moldy' (je)je etc. Then, the accent of the a.p. c
was generalized on the first syllable of the ending — thus *moldo'je, *molda'jego
(cf. Russian molodóe, molodóg o) after *mold7ã j6 , *molda'ja etc. Because of that the
a.p. c and a.p. b would get identical — in order to prevent that, the a.p. b
adjectives shift the accent to the root thus creating a neo- acute on it. The crea-
tion of a fixed neo- acute on the root was enabled by the indefinite nom./acc.
sg. m. which had already had the neo- acute on the root due to Iv{i}'s Rule
(*beå l7 ) and which was thus a role- model for the new accentual pattern of the
definite adjectives. This development is of course not really a regular chain-
- shift since we are really dealing with two analogies here — first, the analogical
generalization of the stress on the first part of the ending in a.p. c and then the
analogical generalization of the neo- acute on the root in a.p. b by analogy to
the nom/acc. sg. indefinite adj . to avoid the merger of two a.p.
 
7. Pretonic and posttonic length
 
I hold the view that the first pretonic syllable in Slavic regularly preserves
the length, thus *troä ba' » trumpet« (a.p. b) > Croat. trúba, Sln. tróba, Czech trouba,
Slk. trúba, Polish traba, Slovincian troä ba10 In a.p. c however, the accent is mo-
bile, *roä ka' , *roá ko » arm« > Croat. rúka, ruku. In West Slavic, the circumflex is
regularly shortened and thus *roá ko > Czech ruku, Slk. ruku, Polish reke,  Slovin-
cian raka. Analogically to the acc. sg., the nom. sg. which would have preser-
ved the length is also shortened — Czech/Slk. ruka, Polish reka, Slovincian
raka. In Slovene, the circumflex of the acc. sg. is shifted regularly to the follo-
wing syllable and the root becomes automatically short since there are no
unaccented long vowels in Slovene: rokoá . Analogically, nom. sg. also becomes
short (róka instead of *róka) . In Kortlandt's theory, all pretonic long vowels are
shortened before Dybo's Law and that is why there is no length in West Slavic
and Slovene. He believes that the length in Croatian rúka is analogous to ruku.
Slovak trúba etc. is long because the accent shift *troä ba  > *troä ba' by Dybo's Law
supposedly took place only after all pretonic long vowels shortened. 
Kortlandt objects to the »traditional« theory that one has to assume mas-
sive analogical shortening in West Slavic and Slovene which do not show any
trace of length in these positions. However, that is not really the case since
here we are not dealing with massive analogical shortenings in every separate
—————————————
10  Slovincian is quoted in the notation suggested by Stankiewicz 1993 and not in the
traditional (Lorentz's) which is not so apt for historical reasearch.
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word as one could conclude from Kortlandt's suggestion. In a.p. b one expects
long root vowel regularly in 8 cases and short in 6 cases (see Kapovi} 2005a). In
a.p. c, we expect the short root vowel regularly in 10 cases and long one in
only 4 cases (in Slovene, the ratio is even higher — 11: 3 in a.p. c) . Therefore it
is no wonder that short forms are generalized in West Slavic and Slovene. In
West Slavic, the short root vowel becomes a salient mark of a.p. c and in oppo-
sition to it, a.p. b takes the generalized length as its salient mark. 11 Thus it is no
wonder that there is no trace of length in a.p. c in West Slavic — these forms
were very rare among the short ones to begin with and since the brevity of the
root is taken as a mark of a.p. c, all long forms are dispensed with. It is also not
surprising that length is generalized in a.p. b since that is exactly what distin-
guishes it from the old a.p. c. 12 Kortlandt thinks that it is »quite unclear why
accentual patterns (b) and (c) must everywhere be kept apart by large- scale
analogical developments when they merged phonetically in the majority of
case forms«. He also states that there is »no plausible motivation for maintai-
ning the redundant formal distinction between the accent patterns (b) and
(c)«. It is a somewhat strange claim that there is no plausible motivation for
maintaining the distinction between a.p. b and c. Perhaps one should tell this
to a speaker of Croatian or Russian since they surely do not know that there is
simply no plausible motivation for them to maintain the distinction of rúka,
ruku — ruká, ryku and trúba, trúbu — trubá, truby. If even the present day
speakers of some Slavic languages feel the need to preserve the difference
between a.p. b and a.p. c nouns some ten centuries after the Common Slavic
period, why would it be strange for early West Slavs to do the same? Further-
more, if one accepts Kortlandt's position that [tokavian rúka and Cakavian
rukà have a secondarily reintroduced length, is it not somewhat strange that
there is no attestation of the pattern **rukà, ruku in any [tokavian or Cakavian
—————————————
11  Instead of talking about the salient brevity and length of the root, we could also
speak about the salient circumflex in a.p. c or the salient neo- acute in a.p. b. Thus, in
West Slavic, in a.p. c one would have generalized *golva, golvo (instead of *golva' ,
*golvo) and in a.p. b  *troå ba, *troå bo (from *troä ba' , *troä bo' ) . Cf. Illi~- Svity~ 1979(:161): »It can
be proposed that, in West Slavic, the rising intonation that appeared as the result of
stress retraction to a long root syllable (. . . ) was replaced by a falling intonation, cha-
racteristic of the barytone forms of the mobile AP (Nom. Sing. *roä kà to *roâ ka to *roá ka
under the influence of the Acc. Sing. *roá ko, cf. SC dial. ruka, ruku)«.
12  A typological paralel can be found in Proto- Latvian. There, two accentual para-
digms were differentiated in a way that one had the sustained tone å in all the forms
and that the other had å in some and the broken tone ¥ in other forms. The first a.p.
remained the same and in the second one ¥ was generalized in all the forms because it
was the salient mark of this paradigm. Cf. also another typological paralel suggested
by Illi~- Svity~ (footnote 10): rukà/rúka ) ruka, ruku in certain [tokavian/Cakavian dia-
lects. Of course, it is quite concievable that something like this could have occured in
West Slavic as well.
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dialect? Since Cakavian preserves the original alternations of long and short
root very well (rukà, ruke, ruci, ruku, ruko!, rukon, ruke, ruku, rukàm, ruke, rukàh,
rukàmi), is it not a bit surprising that absolutely nowhere is this supposed
**rukà attested. Also, most archaic Croatian dialects (like Dubrovnik) preserve
the shortened root vowel in a.p. b as well as in a.p. c (trùbama, svjè}ama » can-
dles« like rùkama, glàvama » heads« ) . The opposition of strijélama : rùkama found
in some dialect is a clear innovation due to the overall tendency of ´ to be gene-
ralized in all the cases (cf. Standard Croat. národi » peoples« , gen. pl. národa
with original národi, gen. pl. naroda found in many Montenegro dialects) . 
Concerning the length of words like Croat. gúmno » threshing- floor« , súkno
» cloth« , Kortlandt objects to my derivation *gum6 no' > gúmno with the simplest
possible retention of pretonic length. He argues that I cannot explain Croat.
variant kÕ zno or Czech humno, sukno and Slovak humno (but súkno) . Croat. kÕ zno
is explained simply as a form from one of the  many dialects which do not have
long syllabic r. In Slovak dialects, there is also húmno/húvno with the attested
length (SSN,  640) . As for Czech humno, sukno and Standard Slovak humno, it is
true that they are unexpected, but it is not so unusual to get an unexpected
short vowel in Czech or Slovak, cf. Croat. rijéka » river« , Sln. réka, Slk. rieka, but
Czech reka; Croat. zvijézda » star« , Sln. zvézda,  Slk. hviezda, but Czech hvezda;
Croat. júha » soup« , Czech jícha, but Slk. jucha etc. Moreover, Kortlandt conve-
niently forgets to mention my other four examples (Kapovi} 2005a): plátno » li-
nen« , písmo » letter« , vápno » lime« and vlákno » fiber« which show length in all lan-
guages — Croat., Czech and Slovak (and also in TorT syllables in Polish and
UL). Kortlandt himself derives these words like this: the long vowel is suppo-
sed to be the result of retraction by Iv{i}'s Law (i. e. Stang's Law in his termi-
nology) — *suk7 na < *suk7 na and the sg. supposedly had short vowel: *suk7 nò <
*suk7ã no. However, there is a lacuna in Kortlandt's own theory. The word
*suk7 no' , being a.p. b is to be derived from pre- Dybo's Law *suk7ã no, pl. *suk7ã na
(as Kortlandt himself writes for the sg.) . These forms thus had pretonic length
syllable (*suk- ) which, according to Kortlandt, had to be shortened in pre- Dybo's
Law Slavic. That is what happens in the singular, according to his theory, but
in plural he gets *suk7 na with a long root vowel. Now, how did this long vowel
get there if all pretonic vowels were supposed to be shortened? Kortlandt
should get *sùk7 na and not *suk7 na here, according to his own theory, and this
certainly cannot explain aforementioned examples. Thus Kortlandt has to
admit that his own theory is incapable of explaining forms like vápno in
Croatian, Czech and Slovak. <13 And if pretonic length had not been shortened
here, there was certainly no shortening in a.p. c words like *roä ka' etc. 
—————————————
13  As I have discussed in Kapovi} 2005a, the possibility of an analogical length in all
the words of súkno type is highly unlikely if not impossible.
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Further on, Kortlandt comments on the a.p. b infinitives. He states that my
postulate of general phonetic shortening in polysyllabic words puts me »into
major difficulties in the case of infinitives in - ati and - iti, where we usually find
a long root vowel in accent pattern (b) and a short root vowel in accent pattern
(c)«. He thus concludes that »he is forced to posit massive analogical lengthe-
ning in all South and West Slavic languages and is unable to explain the distri-
bution which is actually attested«. As usual, Kortlandt is misrepresenting the
actual attested state and again mistakes something that is widespread for
something that is archaic. Long root vowels in a.p. b infinitives like Croat.
mlátiti » beat« , Czech mlátiti, Slovak mlátit', Polish mlóci}, UL mló}i} is easily
explained as analogous to the present tense which has the neo- acute (Croat.
dial. mlatim etc.) . That infinitive can be influenced by the present tense accent
is clearly seen in Slovene, which besides the older mlatíti also has the younger
mlátiti analogous to the present tense mlátim. And while it is very easy to
explain these forms as analogical, it is practically impossible to explain Slovin-
cian mlocic — mloci{, xvalic » praise« — xvali{ with the alternation of a short
vowel in the infinitive and a long vowel in present tense as secondary. In a.p. c
(for instance ~inic » do« — ~ini{), Slovincian expectedly has a short vowel in
both the infinitive and the present tense. Slovincian mlocic cannot be explai-
ned as analogical in any possible way while the length of the infinitive of a.p. b
is easily explainable as we have just seen. It is not enough just to say that the
root vowel is »usually long« in a.p. b because what is »usual« is not necessarily
archaic. On the contrary, the feature which can be explained only phonetically
should be taken as archaic. And if Slovincian is not enough (although only
Slovincian would do here to prove our point), we can also add that some Kaj-
kavian dialects have only short vowels in the infinitive (in both a.p. b and a.p.
c) and the same goes for Molise Croatian spoken in Italy. All this tears to
shreds Kortlandt's myth of original pretonic length in a.p. b infinitives.
Kortlandt explains Croat. lòmim » break« : pòlomim as archaic. A.p. c i- verbs
have supposedly had, according to him, compounds with initial stress.
However, this is not very convincing. First of all, it is completely unclear why
would Proto- Slavic a.p. c verb like *lomite' have a prefixed form like *p'olomite.
The expected pattern would be *lomite' , *polomite' — there is no reason whatso-
ever to expect the initial stress in a.p. c prefixed verbs. And secondly, there is
also no reason whatsoever to perceive Croat. pòlomim as archaic. Of course
there are dialects which have the expected polòmim14 and it is in dialects that
one can observe the different stages of the tendency to fix the stress of prefi-
xed a.p. c verbs. Thus some dialects do not have this tendency at all, some
—————————————
14  Besides modern dialects which preserve this feature, it is also preserved in the
dialect of Juraj Kri‘ani}.
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have it only in i- verbs, some in both i- and je- verbs and the most innovative
ones have it even in C- verbs like pòzovem » call« instead of the usual and older
pozòvem. The exact parallel to this development can be seen in the deve-
lopment of the accent of the imperative in various Serbian dialects. In those
dialects, there is the same kind of accent change in the imperative of prefixed
verbs as in polòmim ) pòlomim. There, in a.p. b and a.p. c verbs, instead of
expected po~è{i » scratch!« (a.p. b) and pozòvi » call!« (a.p. c), one finds innovative
pò~e{i and pòzovi. Again, this development is obviously connected with the
tendency of prefixed verbs to fix the stress. Since pò~e{i! and pòzovi! re clearly
secondary, there is likewise no reason to assume that pòlomim must be old. 
And now the consequences of Kortlandt's barren approach really begin to
unwrap. Because of his wrong conclusion that the length in the a.p. b infiniti-
ves is original, he is forced to explain Old Polish sedzi} » to judge« versus sadz- in
the present tense, which is exactly what is expected in my theory in original
a.p. b (Modern Polish sadzi} » think« has the length analogous to the present
tense sadz- ) 15, as if it has *-6ã jiti > *-i ti- > *−ìti (sic!) in the infinitive and a *-6 ji- >
*-6 ji- > *-i- with the retraction in the present tense. It is needless to say that this
derivation with an imaginary suffix *-6 ji- in this verb looks completely ad hoc
and completely unbelievable. Old Polish sedzi}, sadzisz is a simple a.p. b verb
*soä díti, *soå di{6 (Cak. sudìti, sudi{, Russ. sudút6 , sydi{6 ) with the expected
short vowel in trisyllabic infinitive and the expected neo- acute long vowel in
the present tense. Kortlandt is also at pains to prove that Old Polish type of
przystepi} » to approach« , przystapi-  in the present tense preserves the quantitative
alternation of a.p. c (sic!) . He obviously tries to connect this (although not expli-
citly) with Croat. lòmim, pòlomim type, but again this is just the expected reflec-
tion of a.p. b verb *pristopíti, *pristoå pi{6 (a.p. b is clear in Cak. pristupìti, pristupi{
and Russ. pristupút6 ,  pristypu{6 ) and one cannot dream of a.p. c here. 
Furthermore, Kortlandt again says that I assume »massive analogical leng-
thening in trisyllabic deverbal nouns« of the type Croat. zábava » party« , Czech
zábava etc. Again, he is mislead by bare numbers. Just because most Slavic lan-
guages/dialects show length in *zabáva- type words, he automatically assumes
that this must be an archaism. But this is of course not true. The length in
zábava could have been introduced very easily from long zá-  in words like
zákon » law« , where the length was preserved phonetically. 16 However, dia-
lectal [tokavian forms like zàbava or zàbava (with a secondarily retracted
accent) cannot be explained here by any analogy. This must be the same kind
—————————————
15  In the case of Polish, it is obvious that the introduction of the length to the a.p. b
infinitives is an innovation which occured in historical time.
16  Pretonic length is preserved in front of less than two moras in Slavic (jer being
counted as half a mora, short vowel as one mora and long vowel as two moras), cf.
Kapovi} 2005a.
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of shortening we find in Croat. màlina, Czech malina < *malína » raspberry« . Kort-
landt tries to separate *malína and *zabáva using Dybo's Law. He assumes that
at the time of his general pretonic shortening *zabáva was still *zabava. How-
ever, his claim that words like *zabáva and *osno' va » base« were actually *zabava
and *osnova in pre- Dybo's Law Slavic is not certain. If *pergórda » partition« is to
be derived from *pergorda in pre- Dybo's Law Slavic why would the root *gord- ,
which is normally a.p. c root, get the acute accent there (cf. Russian pereg óroda )?
In fact, the fixed stress on the first syllable of this kind of derivative might have
nothing to do with Dybo's Law. The stress might have been in that same position
even before Dybo's Law. The stress of words like *pergórda,  *osno' va, *sosé. d7
» neighbour« and *zako' n7 can be regarded as the same type of stress we find in
Slavic compounds like *bosono'g7 » barefoot« (Croat. bosònog, Russian bosonógyj)
etc. The same rule governs both the derivatives with a prefix and compounds
in Slavic — the fixed stress is on the first syllable of the second part of derivative or
compound. If the root is long, like *gord- or *bav- , it will have the old acute on
it, no matter what the original accentuation of this root is, and if it is short, it
will get a short accent, identical to the short neo- acute in reflection (cf. Slovene
národ, naróda) . The advantage of my theory in opposition to Kortlandt's is that
it does not depend on the operation of Dybo's Law, comparison to Lithuanian
etc. in order to explain the changes that occur with pretonic length in Slavic.   
Next we turn to pretonic and posttonic length in polysyllabic words. In my
view, the posttonic length has been regularly preserved in Croatian in trisylla-
bic words (Kapovi} 2003, 2005a). In West Slavic, the posttonic length has been
shortened regularly in a.p. c which is governed by the same rule by which the
circumflex is shortened — in West Slavic in a.p. c, if the last syllable of the
word is long, it is shortened; thus Czech vlast » government« : oblast » juris-
diction« (Croat. vlast, òblast, Sln. vlast, oblast) . In a.p. a, we would expect the
preservation of the posttonic length in West Slavic but the attestations of it are
inconsistent, probably due to some older West Slavic processes and younger
shortenings in various languages. Again, Kortlandt has a complicated theory.
He believes that all languages preserve the posttonic length and that the pre-
tonic length is regularly shortened. Thus, in a.p. a, where the length can be
only posttonic, it is preserved and in a.p. c, where the accent is mobile, the
length can be posttonic (and thus preserved) or pretonic (and thus shorte-
ned). According to Kortlandt, West Slavic has generalized the pretonic short
vowels in a.p. c and Croatian has generalized the posttonic long vowels.
Thus, in Croatian loc. sg. na koráku, the length is analogical after the nom. sg.
kòrak » step« etc. One has to note that both mine and Kortlandt's theory predict
the same results here — shortened posttonic length in a.p. c in West Slavic and
preserved posttonic length in a.p. a. The difference is that Kortlandt must
explain the shortened posttonic length in a.p. c in West Slavic by analogy
while in my theory it is regular and covered by the same rule which covers the
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shortening of the circumflex in West Slavic. Also, Kortlandt must interpret
Croat. na koráku as analogical while it is perfectly regular in my theory. Since
both theories predict the same outcome and mine is clearly much simpler (it
needs no analogy and Kortlandt's needs two analogies), it is clear that the
hypothesis I proposed is in advantage once again. 
Kortlandt objects that my theory does not explain Czech jeráb » partridge«
and ovád » gadfly« which are a.p. c (Sln. jereá b, ovad) . However, these two exam-
ples are not very relevant as I have explained in my original article. Both end
in voiced plosive and in Czech sporadic lengthening in front of a voiced plo-
sive at the end of the word is hardly unusual (cf. in a.p. c Czech buh » god« , sníh
» snow« ). Also, Czech jeráb could have the length by analogy to the a.p. a word
jestráb » hawk« or to the diminutive jerábek. Kortlandt further objects that my
theory does not explain the short vowel in Czech havran » raven« , labut' » swan« ,
pamet' » mind« and kaprad' » fern« (all originally a.p. a), but the same is true for his
theory. Czech havran might have been influenced by Czech vran » crow«
(Croat./Sln. vran) . The shortening in Czech peníz » coin« , gen. pl. penez, loc. pl.
penezích and in Polish pieniadz, gen. pl. pieniezy, inst. pl. pieniedzmi is expected
− gen. pl. *peneá z7 /peà neä z7 with the neo- circumflex (cf. Czech kráva − gen. pl.
krav) and also regular in polysyllabic forms (or in front of a long - ích in Czech
etc.) . Attributing the shortening to the original long final vowel (supposed
gen. pl. *- i and inst. pl. *- y), which is Kortlandt's solution, is simply unneces-
sary. He agrees with me that Czech havran, labut', pamet', kaprad' and jablon are
originally a.p. a but he thinks that they adopted mobile stress at an early stage.
I agree that that could be one of the possible explanations of the unexpected
short vowels in West Slavic but I shall not get into Kortlandt's speculation
about it except for saying that I find it hard to believe that Slovene práprot with
- ro- is a reflection of *- or- in a pretonic syllable while - ra- in Slovene variant
práprat is a reflection of posttonic *- or- especially in the light of the fact that the
word for » fern« is notorious for having many different variants even in the
same language (cf. [ivic- Dular 1990) . Kortlandt believes that Slovene preser-
ved the original a.p. a in gavran but also the a.p. c variant in gavran. However,
Slovene gavran is most probably an innovation — from the forms like za gavrana
(: gavran), the circumflex has wrongly been reinterpreted as being the same as
in za goá loba (» for a pidgeon« , a.p. c) and by analogy to za goá loba : goloá b the older
za gavrana : gavran became za gavrana : gavran. There is no need to push some-
thing to Common Slavic if the same can be explained as a very young innova-
tion in Slovene. Kortlandt thinks that Croatian has preserved a trace of the ori-
ginal shortening of pretonic long vowels in the numerals dèvet » nine« and dèset
» ten« . However this is quite unbelievable since these numbers are indeclinable
in Croatian and there is simply no form in which the length could be pretonic
in order for the supposed shortening to be transferred to the posttonic posi-
tion as well. Additionally, dèvet and dèset are easily explainable as allegro- forms
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of also attested and expected dèvet and dèset. This kind of shortening is not
unusual in numbers. Kortlandt says that his views on the development of
post- and pretonic length are corroborated by Czech derivatives like pekar » baker«
but rybár » fisherman« . He accuses me of dismissing these examples without dis-
cussion. However it is not clear what Kortlandt wants to accomplish by these
examples. If he wants to maintain the idea that the difference between a.p. c
and a.p. a in preserving the length is clear, he should note that if this were so,
these examples would also be in accord with my theory (mobile *pèkar6 >
Croatian pèkar, Czech pekar with no length in a.p. c) . However, I do not believe
that the example pekar is archaic since one does not expect mobile accentua-
tion in an *- ar6 derivative from the mobile root (cf. Dybo 1981 : 176—178) . Thus
one would not expect **pèkar6 , gen. sg. **òt6 pekara but *pekar6 , gen. sg. *pekara'
(Croat. pèkar could be secondary, derived, for instance, from pèka » baking lid« ).
Kortlandt also thinks that the medial short vowel in Croat. stàrica » old
woman« and mìsliti » think« is regular and not analogical. However he does not
explain the Montenegrin and Serbian dialectal forms like pù{kama » guns« (a.p.
a) but ‘ènama » women« (a.p. b), nògama (a.p. c) . 17 Of course one could say it is
regular in some dialects that all posttonic syllables which can be accented (= i.
e. have an original acute) are shortened but it is very doubtful that a rule like
that could be a strictly phonetic one.
  
8. Conclusion
  In the conclusion of his paper, Kortlandt accuses me of a supposed heavy
reliance on my mother tongue (i. e. Croatian) which, according to him, creates
a bias against the West Slavic and Slovene evidence. He also kindly reminds
me of a need of a proper assessment of earlier scholars' opinions. As for the
first comment, I shall cite the fourth sentence of Kortlandt's own paper: »I
shall focus on the Serbo- Croatian dialectal area, where the Proto- Slavic accen-
tual system is better preserved than elsewhere«. Now, if Kortlandt himself
admits the value of the data of the language which is incidentally my mother
tongue, why is he accusing me of doing the same? Of course, these accusa-
tions are simply bogus — if one browses through my original article (Kapovi}
2005a), one will see that there is no truth in the claim that I discriminate other
languages because of Croatian. For instance, I note that the distinction of the
old a.p. b and a.p. c definite adjectives is best preserved in West Slavic and not
in Croatian, in the case of the pretonic length in verbs, I take Slovincian to be
—————————————
17  Kortlandt says that the shortening of the suffix in potegnùt » to pull« is regular
before the lost - i but not in dvìgnut » to lift« . That claim be understood only within his
own doctrine, which I cannot accept. In fact, these examples only show the regular
reflection of Common Slavic *potegnoæ ti (the length is reintroduced from thepresent
tense, ofcourse) and *dvígnoä ti. The original length of the second example has not been
shortened analogically to - nùt verbs here (as is the case in many dialects) .      
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the most archaic etc. As for the objection that I did not assess earlier scholar-
ship, that is simply not true. Although the purpose of my paper was not to
assess earlier theories but rather to explain the material in the best possible
way I for instance did mention shortly Kortlandt's theory. Indeed, one of the
reasons for proposing my own theory on the development of length in Slavic
was that I was not happy with the way earlier theories tried to explain it. I
think that in this paper I have successfully showed some of the reasons why
Kortlandt's theory on Slavic length cannot be acceptable. Kortlandt's theory
fails to explain the length in the súkno- type words which also disproves his
theory about the general shortening of pretonic length. Furthermore, it also
fails to explain the short pretonic vowel in a.p. b infinitive but a long vowel in
the present tense in Slovincian, Old Polish, some Kajkavian dialects and
Molise Croatian. He is thus forced to make up the most unbelievable theories
in order to explain Old Polish verbs sedzi} : sadzisz, przystepi} : przystapisz. Kort-
landt cannot explain the short vowel in Croatian dialectal words like zàbava
and in order to obtain the same results as my theory does in polysyllabic
words with the posttonic (and pretonic) length he has to assume different
analogies while my theory requires none. Kortlandt also tries to criticize my
theory by often claiming that this or that development is impossible or unli-
kely but in each case his objections are invalid. For instance, the case of analo-
gical accent in Croat. dial. ‘ene is quite clear — nobody can argue that it is
impossible for pronoun forms to influence nouns forms. Kortlandt also critici-
zes my and the traditional treatment of a.p. b and a.p. c a- stems in West Slavic
by saying that this kind of development is not likely, even though we find a
similar one i Proto- Latvian, and by saying that there is absolutely no reason to
keep the a.p. b and a.p. c distinct. If the latter were correct, accentologists
would have nothing to do since all the different paradigms would have been
leveled by now in all the languages. Because of all this and because of appa-
rent lacunae in Kortlandt's theory (like the myth of general shortening of pre-
tonic length and of a long pretonic vowel in a.p. b infinitives), one has to con-
clude that Kortlandt's theory simply does not explain the material in the sati-
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Opet o slavenskim duljinama
 Sa‘etak
 U ~lanku se govori o odre|enim pojedinostima razvoja duljine u slavenskim
jezicima, s usporedbom teorije autora ~lanka s teorijom Frederika Kortlandta.
Autor poku{ava dokazati prednosti svoje teorije i nedostatke drugoga pristupa
koji se pokazuje neprikladnim za opisivanje jezi~noga stanja u slavenskim jezici-
ma. U ~lanku se, izme|u ostaloga, govori: o kra}enju duljine u posljednjem slo-
gu, o odrazu staroga i novoga akuta u ~e{kom, o naglasku odre|enih pridjeva
n.p. b, o problemu odraza prednaglasnih i zanaglasnih duljina u ju‘noslaven-
skim i zapadnoslavenskim jezicima itd.
  
Klju~ne rije~i: duljina, akcentuacija, slavenski jezici
Key words: length, accentuation, Slavic languages
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